
 

7 day Walk on the Wild Side Safari 

From USD 4 307 pp sharing  

Lusaka – Lusaka (Mobile, Walking & Fly-in) 

Daily Departures (subject to availability): Valid 15 May – 31 October  

 

Day 1 - 6: South Luangwa National Park 

Day 7: Lusaka 

 

Highlights 

Remote wilderness 

Spectacular sunsets over the Luangwa River 

Explore the delightful South Luangwa National Park on foot 

 

This safari was specially created for avid photographers, walking enthusiasts and adventure travellers  

 

Itinerary 

 

Day 1, 2, 3: South Luangwa National Park 

Upon your arrival at Kenneth Kaunda International Airport you will board your light aircraft flight to 

Mfuwe airstrip, where you will be met and transferred to your camp. You can decide to either spend 

three nights at Luwi Bush Camp or at Nsolo Bush Camp – the choice is yours! The Luwi River system 

(where Luwi, Nsolo and Kakuli Bush Camps are situated) is renowned for its lion populations. Various 

pride territories overlap in this area and the cats use the dry river bed as a through fare and a means 

of not only locating their prey which come to drink, but also of locating their rivals who must be 

warned to stay away. Wild dogs have denned between Luwi and Nsolo for the last six years and 

chances of seeing these elusive creatures are high – leopards are also abound in the area. There are 

few African experiences more exciting than heading out on a walking safari early in the morning, 

having heard lions calling through the night, finding their fresh tracks and following them through the 

bush. With voices hushed and hearts beating fast your mind is suggesting there is a lion over every 

rise; this is Big Game viewing on foot at its best! Adventures include morning and evening game 

drives in open 4x4 safari vehicles, along with guided safari walks through the wildlife rich South 

Luangwa National Park. 

Luwi Bush Camp, nestled in the shade of huge mahogany trees, is close to a permanent hippo and 

crocodile filled lagoon. It is situated deep in the heart of the South Luangwa National Park, on the 

dynamic seasonal Luwi River after which it was named. The area is extremely remote with no other 

camps or people for many miles around. Due to its remote location it is the perfect camp for walking 

safaris. The wildlife in the area is prolific and memories of the experience of tracking big game on foot 

last a lifetime! Walks can be complemented by game drives and explorations upriver to discover the 

source of the Luwi, or to find the elusive Roan antelope or reed buck, hartebeest and eland which are 

almost never seen in other parts of the park.  

Spend three nights at Luwi Bush Camp, in a grass and thatched Hut (includes all meals, soft drinks, 

local beer and spirits, house wines, tea and coffee, scheduled game activities, laundry, emergency 

medical evacuation insurance) 

Alternatively..... 

Nsolo Bush Camp is one of the more historic camps in Zambia. Nsolo is the local name for the honey 

guide and the camp was named after this extraordinary little bird. By amazing co-incidence it was 

later learnt that this area used to be home to a famous local hunter – also called Nsolo! As with Luwi 

Bush Camp, this is one of the South Luangwa’s more remote, luxury safari camps with many 

wonderful walking activities in the area. There is also the opportunity to participate in game drives for 

those wishing to combine walking and driving. 



 

Spend three nights at Nsolo Bush Camp, in a Chalet (includes all meals, soft drinks, local beer and 

spirits, house wines, tea and coffee, scheduled game activities, laundry, emergency medical 

evacuation insurance) 

 

Day 4, 5, 6: South Luangwa National Park 

After a delicious breakfast you can choose whether you would like to do a game drive or walk to 

Kakuli Camp, or drive to Mchenja Camp – once again, the choice is yours as to which camp you 

would like to spend three nights! This area of the park is renowned for offering guests some of the 

best game viewing opportunities in Zambia. Adventures can be a mixture of game drives and walking 

safaris; guests are able to decide each day if they want to venture out on foot or with the vehicle. Most 

evenings however, you will want to explore the area after dark. This stretch of the Luangwa is bustling 

with predators and the best time to see them in action is during those first few hours of darkness. 

Kakuli means old buffalo bull – it is a tented camp with spectacular views on the banks of the 

Luangwa River. The entire camp is on an elevated stretch of river bank overlooking a wide grazing 

lawn which follows the Luangwa River until it meets the confluence of the Luwi River.  

Spend three nights at Kakuli Bush Camp, in a beautiful Tent (includes all meals, soft drinks, local beer 

and spirits, house wines, tea and coffee, scheduled game activities, laundry, emergency medical 

evacuation insurance) 

Alternatively..... 

Mchenja, meaning “ebony”, occupies a stunning setting beneath a magnificent grove of ebony trees 

on the banks of the Luangwa River. In addition to the ebony grove at camp there are two other 

stunning groves close by. As it the case with Kakuli, the game viewing in this area is superb and night 

drives are usually very worthwhile. 

Spend three nights at Mchenja Bush Camp, in a wooden Chalet (includes all meals, soft drinks, local 

beer and spirits, house wines, tea and coffee, scheduled game activities, laundry, emergency medical 

evacuation insurance) 

 

Day 7: Lusaka 

After a mouth watering breakfast, we wave a fond farewell as you board your light aircraft flight to 

Lusaka. Your safari has come to an end. 

 

Rates: 

 

11 November – 14 May 

Closed 

 

15 May – 30 June 

USD 4 307 per person sharing 

Single supplement rate: upon request 

 

1 July – 31 October 

USD 4 734 per person sharing 

Single supplement rate: USD 990 for occupying a single room / tent 

 

Included 

Accommodation inclusions as per the itinerary above; all internal flights: Lusaka / Mfuwe / Lusaka; all 

scheduled road transfers: Mfuwe Airport / Luwi or Nsolo / Kakuli or Mchenja / Mfuwe Airport; all 

scheduled lodge activities; Zambia National Park fees; emergency medical evacuation insurance 

 

Excluded 



 

Any meals and drinks not included in itinerary above (premium brand beverages); any additional 

activities; any delays or diversions due to bad weather or any other reason that might affect the safety 

of the aircraft and/or the passengers; curio shop purchases; personal and medical insurance; 

personal items; international flights; visas (if applicable); yellow fever certificate; tips and portages 

 

Important Information 

Rates are subject to a minimum of 2 guests travelling 

The operator may reroute the itinerary or accommodate in similar lodges in case of non-availability 

Single traveller supplement and child rates will be quoted on request 

Validity periods are as specified above – should a booking fall over two rate periods the rate will 

change and we reserve the right to re-quote 

USD 8 per person domestic departure tax to be settled direct on departure from Lusaka and Mfuwe 

Airports 

USD 3 per person security charge to be settled direct at Mfuwe Airport 

USD 25 per person international departure tax to be settled direct on departure from Zambia 

Excludes the Aviation Infrastructure and development charge of currently ZMK 28 000 (domestic) and 

ZMK 56 000 (international). Rates are subject to change and currency fluctuations. 

The rates quoted above are subject to change without prior warning, if there are any increases in bed 

levies, park fees, fuel, sales tax or VAT, third-party services or any other circumstances beyond our 

control in the countries featured in this quote 

Our trading terms apply 

Additional activities not included in this quote are for clients’ own expense 

 

 

 

 


